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Sonic dash 2 sonic boom characters

Game Character Sonic Dash 2: Sonic Boom Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. English Share Main Page GlitchEs Gallery Android INT 2015[1] iOS INT 9 October 2015[2] Endless Runner, Platformer Sega's Hit Endless Runner, a dazzling sequel to Sonic Dash. Featuring a cast of new TV series and the world, SONIC BOOM.— Description
Sonic Dash 2: Sonic Boom is an endless runner platform video game developed by Hardlight Studios and published by Sega dedicated to mobile devices and is a sequel to Sonic Dash. [3] Unlike its predecessor, Sonic Dash 2 cast and level: Sonic Boom is derived from the Sonic Boom TV series, aling elements of gameplay remain. The game had a soft launch on Google Play for
Android on July 1, 2015, and an iOS release on October 9, and is now available for free through Google Play and the iTunes Store. Gameplay Sonic Dash 2: Sonic Boom uses many of the same gameplay elements from Sonic Dash. The game is an endless runner where the player directs playable characters through endless 3D levels, collects rings and avoids obstacles, mines
and enemies. Playable characters automatically move forward all the time, so players must use their skills and movements to avoid or overcome obstacles. The goal is just to run as far as you can without hitting a wall, falling off course or hitting your character's possessions without having a ring. Like its predecessor, rings can be collected across levels or purchased in micro-
transactions. Accumulated rings can be used to purchase more content in the game, such as items and upgrades. You'll find red sterlings throughout the levels (only 10 can be found on the course per day). However, players can buy as well or get them from prizes. They are used to purchase new playable characters, a fifth upgrade for characters, and can also be used for other
ancillary purchases such as event tickets and storage for upgrades, extending gameplay. You can grant additional bonuses and there is also an additional feature called Boom Boost. These can be purchased for $1.99 and last a week. Special item boxes can be collected throughout the course and offer bonuses while playing. Each item is automatically activated when collected
and expires after a while. Sonic Dash 2: Sonic Boom features both enemies and levels/environments taken directly from sonic boom TV series. As a new feature, the game introduces special unlockable powers for characters such as Amy's Hammer, Knuckles Jump Up &amp; Attack, with team play mode where players can exchange at junctions (rings are also banked) and get
races with up to 3 characters that can score higher, Enner Beam Mechanic tilting the device will introduce special unlockable powers for characters such as Amy's Hammer, Knuckles Jump Up &amp; Attack the game also includes a magical presence called SpritePlayers can collect and evolve to improve their execution, as well as Chao in Sonic Chronicles: Dark Brotherhood. [3]
Scoring Mechanics Players earn points during gameplay, and new high scores are recorded after execution. In addition, if you score high during the Score Chaser event, you're going to increase your rank and unlock bigger prizes. You will earn 1 point per meter and destroy 100 points per enemy. The game also offers points to achieve combos - actions that are performed in a
stand-up, such as destroying enemies or narrowly avoiding obstacles. 20 points will be awarded for each action, increasing by 10 points for every fifth. Points are multiplied according to the player's global score multiplier (GSM), and points of a specific type (distance, enemy, or combo) can be multiplied by an individual character score multiplier (CSM), each adding a value of 100%
of the score. For example, a 200% GSM would be a three-time number, and a total distance GSM would be a four-time multiple if it was 300%. Together, they make a 12x number for points earned from travel distances. Players can increase their GSM mainly by getting XP from open prizes. Unlocking extra characters and leveling them will lead to a higher CSM as all the
characters in the team will contribute. The best GSM possible is 1000% at level 41 (25% per XP rank), but prizes are awarded to earn further levels. Each character's GSM can reach up to 700%. High Score Sonic Dash 2: A subsequent update to Sonic Boom added a high score list to the game where players can get themselves. This list includes the default high scores of
characters from sonic boom TV series. When a player closes to one of the default high scores while running, a countdown appears next to the screen showing how many points remain before the player hits the character's high score. Default Rank Icon Name Score 1 Sonic 1,000,000 2 Dr. Eggman 875,000 3 Shadow 750,000 4 Tails 625,000 5 Amy 500,000 6 Knuckles 375,000 7
Sticks 300,000 8 Zooey 225,000 9 Barnbot 150,000 10 Cowbot 100,000 11 Bad pants bar 50,000 12 Olbot 25,000 13 Motobug 10,000 14 Cubott 5,000 15 Crab Meat 2,500 Character Levels by Select Spending Ring or Red Sterling to level up your character. This increases the character score power of the character and makes it easier to earn points while you are a member of the
player's team while running. As you level up your character, it may be added to your global score number level. Level 5 is granted 100XP, level 10 is 150XP, and level 15 is 250XP. Level GSM% Cost Total Cost 1 → 2 10% 1,000 1,000 2 → 3 20% 3,000 3,000 000 3 → 4 30% 5,000 6,000 4 → 5 1 50% 15 6,000 + 1 5 → 6 170% 7,000 13,000 + 15 6 → 7 190% 13,000 26,000 + 15 7
→ 8 210% 19,000 45,000 + 15 8 → 9 230% 27,000 72,000 + 15 9 → 10 400% 40 72,00 0 + 55 10 → 11 430% 38,000 110,000 + 55 11 → 12 460% 50,000 160,000 + 55 12→ 13 490% 65,000+ 55 13 → 14 520% 80,000 305,000 + 55 14 → 15 700% 70 305,000 + 125 Object Items Gimmicks and Obstacles Blue Plasma Bomb Dash Pad Enner Rail Minerail Red Plasma Spring
Character Play Bull Dash 2: Sonic Playable Character Each character generally has a special ability to influence the game as they are running and increases the score that players receive as long as they are part of the team: non-playable character Dr Eggman Lady Goat Mayor Fink Stratford Walrus Male Cat Enemy Bud Bar Club Meat Moto Bug Level Sonic Dash 2: Sonic Boom
originally consisted of two levels, each creating an endless path that was not set. In subsequent updates to the game, this number was extended to 4. You can use the Junction subadeacher to move between levels. The levels in their order of introduction are: Rare Mountain Sprites at Junction Village Eggman With a selection of different sprites. Sprites are magical beings and
character companions. Equipping them unlocks special abilities that provide support during execution. You can use up to three at a time. Some can only be used once (used once), while others can be used repeatedly (forever). Forever sprites can level up and evolve to improve their abilities. Sprites can be obtained by completing certain events, unlocking prize packages, waiting
for sprite bottles to grant free sprites, or buying sprite bottles using Red Stirling. Missions During normal play (other than event mode), two missions are assigned at a time, one from the list below. The first mission must be completed in a single run, while the second mission can be accomplished in the course of multiple runs. When you complete a mission, you're awarded an
award (paper, bronze, or silver) at the end of the play. In addition to rings, red sterlings, sprites, or boom boosts, prizes provide XP for a player's global score power and move players to the next mission in the list. When completed, each list repeats from the top. Number Mission List 1 Mission List 2 Level 1 Change Lane 15 Times 1 Run 1500 meters 2 Rolls 5 Times 1 Run 50 Orb
3 Jumps 20 Times In 1 Run Collect 50 Rings In 1 Run Rail Grind Collect 50 Rings In 300 Meters Rail Grind Collect 50 Rings In 300 Meters Rail Grind Collect 3 Power-Ups In One 25 Obstacles 6 Roll 450 meters 7 characters collect once 350 ring 9 collect 2 magnets in one run in one run 150 meters 10 15 enemies jump once 11 3 Springs 12 to x20 combo launch 3 Springs 12 1
sprite use 1 time 2 hoops 13 1 run to avoid 2000 meters of damage 600 rings destroy 25 enemies in one run 10000m 15 drop ring 15 times 800m 16 rail grind score 25000 points in one run Collect 400 orb 17 through 5 hoops in one run, 15 out of 15 dashes and 18 out of 18 in one run to destroy 30 buzz bombers.Achieve x25 combo 5 times 20 dashes 1 dash 4 times run 1 time
Sprite 22 7000 meters, collect X2 power 2 times 1 time Enerbeymus 23 Bank 200 ring running in 1 run dash 600 meters 24 Rail grind 3 times for 1200 meters 25 (in one run) Collect 6 power-ups with 700 rings 26 1 run score destroying 25 bar pants bars in one rail grind 40 motobug 28 collecting 80 orb in one run collecting 200 rings in one run while destroying 3500 meters damage
smash 25 objects in one run Run 40 dodges to destroy 40 crab meats in one run 31 collect 3 ener beams in one run EnelBeams travel 450 meters x 30 combos in Sprite 32 Collect magnets once 1 time 33 scores 30000 points used in 1 run 10 dash pads 34 Collect X2 powers 3 times in 1 time Enerbeymus 35 dashes in 450 dashes Enerbeams 35 Dash 60 0m Bank 500 Ring 36 In
1 Run 40 Bass Trouser Bar 37 Rail Grind Jumped 500 metres in one run Jump over 40 obstacles to jump 38 collect 7 power-ups in one inning and collect 120 orb in 3 times revived sprite 39 1 run 14000m 40 101 Collect 400 rings in one run 60 Motobug 41 collecting 4 Enerbeam scores 90000 points 42 Passing hoops Use 4 dash pads in one run in a 700-meter dash at Sprite 43
To destroy 120 enemies Avoid 5000 meters of damage in 44 1 runs 120,000 points with sprite 46 smash 12 objects collected with a 1 run score of 200 rings in magnet 45 bank 250 rings, 48 Dodge 48 dash 15 times event event icon running from 10 Springs 47 Travel 300 meters to 1 run launch in one run. By paying for tickets, players can participate in new events and daily sega
challenges to win special prizes. Players must have an Internet connection to participate in these events. The rest of the game can be played offline. When the event ends, the player enters the leaderboard where the top 50 players will get additional prizes when the event timer expires. The goals of the event are different, as are the prizes. Short events with sprite bottles as
awards are offered regularly (multiple times a day) and have a short period of time. Events with more valuable prizes can last for several days. Special event shadow execution Shadow execution event notification. Shadows Run, an event that first appeared on December 9, 2015, introduced Shadow the Hedgehog as a playable character in Sonic Dash 2: Sonic Boom. During this
event, players control shadows to run through villages (where residents were imprisoned) during the sunset. The aim of this event is to destroy 2,500 mines. By completing the shadow run, the player can unlock the shadow as a permanently playable character. Since its introduction, events have occasionally returned. Progress screen for Amy's Dash SmashDash Smash Events
An event known as Amy's Dash Smash appeared in June and July 2016. In this event, the player controls Amy to perform at a normal level. The aim of this event is to destroy 1,500 obstacles while dashing with Amy. By completing Amy's Dash Smash, players can unlock Amy as a permanently playable character. In June 2016, knuckles badnik blitz special event was held. During
this event, the player controls the knuckles to run through the jungle. The aim of this event is to destroy 1,500 Badniks in Knuckles. Completing The Knuckles Badnik Blitz allows players to permanently unlock Knuckles as a playable character. Sticks Combo Charger Notice of Stick Combo Charger Event on May 6, 2016[4] Sticks Combo Charger Special Event was introduced.
During this event, the player controls the stick running down the mountain. The objective of the players of this event is to get the best combo they have achieved in a single run. This event is especially suitable for stick special powers, protected combos. By completing the Stick Combo Charger, players can unlock the stick as a permanently playable character. On October 9, 2016,
the Tails Ringrush Special Event was held. In this event, the player controls the tail to run through eggman's hide. The player's objective in this event is to collect 5000 rings. By completing Tails' Ring Rush, players can permanently unlock Tales as a playable character. Holiday Event Sonic Dash 2: Holiday motif for Sonic Boom. For the 2015 holiday, Sonic Dash 2: Sonic Boom
was decked out in the spirit of the season. This included levels redesigned with snow, modified characters with holiday costumes, holiday-themed events, special Christmas objects on the track and the release of a unique holiday sprite called Flurry. Bauble Battle/Egg Mania Main Article: Dr. Eggman (Sonic Boom)/Other #バトル The EggMania Event.From December 19, 2015,
players will be able to fight Dr. Eggman in special event boss battles. Here, players chase eggmen as they injure different bombs with playable characters. The aim is simply to keep fighting eggmen and counter his dangers to achieve the highest possible score. Motifs from the 2015 holiday event have also been taken up. After the holiday, this became a permanent event, albeit in
a regular setting. Prizes are awarded for mission and event completion, daily logins and other occasions. Each prize offers XP to increase a player's global score power and usually includes a ring, or a random amount of red star rings. Others offer sprites and boom boosts instead, sometimes as an additional gift. Conspicuously, sprite bottles don't award XP, rings or red sterling.
Instead, it provides either a one-use sprite or a level 1 eternal sprite. Prize Type Icon XP Paper 30 100 - 500 1 Bronze 40 600 -2 - 3 Silver 50 1,100 - 1,500 4 - 5 Gold 70 1,600 - 2,000 6 Platinum 100 2,100 - 2,500 9 Emerald 150 2,600 - 3,0 00 11 Ruby 20 0 3,100 - 3,500 12 Sprite - - - Green Christmas Box 50 - - Gold Christmas Box 40 500 - 700 - Red Christmas Box 40 - 1
Christmas Box was offered around the end of 2015 as a daily login bonus or event prize. The Greens always provided an hour-long boom boost (as long as they received it as a login bonus), gold produced regular rings and Red gave red sterling. In addition to each, we gave either one of two special Christmas-themed sprites, Sparkle or Fralee. Reception games are received
mixed to average reviews. Some admire good graphics, solid frame rates and the use of sonic boom franchises. However, others have criticized the lack of original ideas, pointing out that it is just an endless runner. As of December 2015, the game has received more than 8 million downloads [Staff Hardlight: Nick Adams, Tom Anderson, Neil Armstrong, Joel Atkinson, James
Booth, Luke Boscott, Daniel Dernbro, Dmitry Delyabin, Constantinos Eleftheriadis David Foster, Tom Gorton, Alastair Graham, Scott Griffiths, Jordan Gülchev, Neil Jones, Sebastian Rivall, Lara Mazzolari, Andrew Mackenzie, Louis McLaughlin, Mark Milton, Ashley Morgan, Scott Orchard, Andrew Paul, Stephen Quinney Harinder Sangha, Richard Smith, Ryan Simpson, Chris
Southall, Joseph Stone, Richard Sugden, India Swift, Gordon Theobald, Neil Topham, Paul Twinholm, Ruby Erlings, Craig Yates, Scott West, Sam Whitfield Davidson Smo Digital: Steve Allen, Ash Bennett, Darrell Blake, Paul Carter, Carl Cavers, Andy Chapman, Wayne Ellis, Neil Fielding, John Georgias, James Graves, Damien Hibberd, Luke Hodgkinson, Sean Millard, Darren
Millspaul Porter, Sitara Shefta, James Sutherland, Luke Thompson Trivia Video Reference Sonic the Hedgehog Spinoff Video Game Master System Sonic the Hedgehog Spinball (1994) • Dr. Robonic's Average Bean Machine (1994) Sega MegaDrive/Genesis Flicky (1991) • Sonic Y racer (1991) • Robotnik's Average Bean Machine (1993) • Wacky World Creativity Studio (1994) •
Knuckles Chaotics (1995, Sega 32X) • Sonic 3D Blast (1996) Sega Superstar Sega Superstar (2004, PlayStation 2) • Sega Superstars Tennis (2008, Multiplat platform) • Sonic &amp; Sega All-Star Racing (2010, Multiplat platform) • Sonic &amp; All-Star Racing Transformation (2012, Multiplat platform) Riders Game Sonic Riders (2006, Multiplat platform) • Sonic Riders: Zero
Gravity (2008, multiplat platform) • Sonic FreeRiders (2010, Xbox 360) Storybook Games (Wii) Sonic and Secret Rings (2007, Wii) • Sonic and Black Knight (2009, Wii) Mario &amp; Sonic Games Mario &amp; Sonic Olympics (2007, Mario &amp; Sonic at Multiplat platform • Mario &amp; Sonic at the Olympic Winter Games (2009, multiplat platform) • Mario &amp; Sonic at the
London 2012 Olympics (2011, multiplat platform) • Mario &amp; Sonic;At the Sochi 2014 Olympic Winter Games (Wii U, 2013) • Mario &amp; Sonic Rio 2016 Olympics (2016, multiplat platform) • Mario &amp; Sonic Tokyo 2020 (2019, Nintendo Switch) Mario &amp; Sonic Games Smash Bros. (2008, Wii) • Multiplat platform) • Super Smash Bros Ultimate (2018, Nintendo Switch)
Sonic Boom Game Sonic Boom: Rise of lyrics (2014, Wii U) • Sonic Boom: Crushed Crystal (2014, Nintendo 3DS) • Sonic Dash 2: Sonic Boom (2015, Android) • Sonic Boom: Fire &amp; Ice (2016, Nintendo 3DS) Arcade &amp; Rendition Machine Flicky (1984) • Exciting Sonic Police Car (1991) • UFO Sega Sonic (1992) • Sonic the Hedgehog (1993) • Sega Sonic the Hedge Hogg
(1993) • Segasonic the Hedgehog (1993) • Sega Sonic Popcorn Shop (1993) • Sega Sonic Cosmofighter (1993) • Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (1993) • Sonic's Space Tour (1994/1999) • Sonic the Fighters (1996) • Sonic the Hedgehog (AWP) (1997) • Sonic &amp; Tales Spinner (2002) • CR (2003) • Sonic (2003) • Sonic (Sonic) • Sonic (2003) • Sonic • Sonic (2003) • Sonic (Sonic) •
(2008) • Sonic Sports Basketball (2010) • Sonic &amp; Sega All Stars Racing Arcade (2011) • Sonic Sports Air Hockey (2012) • Sonic Athletics (2013) • Sonic Ghost Shooting (2013) • Sonic Brain Ranking (2013) • Sonic Dash Extreme (2015) • Sonic BlastBall (2015) • Sonic Blast Ball (2015) 2016) • Mario &amp; Sonic Rio 2016 Olympic Arcade Edition (2016) • Mario &amp; Sonic
at the Olympics Tokyo 2020 - Arcade Edition (2020) Other Sonic Hedgehog Game Worlds (Sega Pico, 1994) • Tail and Music Maker (1994, Sega Pico) • Sonics Schoolhouse (1996, PC) • Sonic R (1997, Multiplat platform) • Sonic Shuffle (2000, Dreamcast) • Sega Splash Golf (2008, PC) • Shadow the Hedgehog (2005, Multiplat platform) • Sonic the Hedgehog (Didj) (2008) • Team
Sonic Racing (2018, Multiplat platform) German Espanyol Franse Polsky Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Note.
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